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“Virtual events are no better  
than the content presented!”
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#1 Testimonials 
Get your customers involved! We produce 
remotely made films with your customers to 
be used at your virtual events!
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Buy 1    - 2,500 
Buy 3   - 2,200 
Buy 5   - 1,900 
Buy 10 - 1,500 
Prices are per film in euros, excl. applicable taxes.  
Prices are based on combined ordering - delivered over max six months.  
Click on images to see examples.

Delivered with English, German, French, Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese subtitles

https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/michael-tuchscher/
https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/tobias-kaase/
https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/kyocera-customers-more-happy-than-what-to-hope-for-%C2%B7-marcel-ebbenhorst-%C2%B7-kyocera/
https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/ralf-bittighofer/
https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/robert-zegwaard/
https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/vpress-at-the-core-of-route-1-print/
https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/simon-cooper/
https://inkish.tv/inkish-video/steve-baker/
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#2 Review/take-aways 
Let us interview your presenter(s) in an 
engaging online filming session and use the 
session to push the replays/content further!
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Buy 1    - 1,000 
Buy 3   - 800 
Buy 5   - 700 
Buy 10 - 600 
Prices are per film in euros, excl. applicable taxes.  
Prices are based on combined ordering - delivered over max six months.  

Option to delivery with English, German, French, Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese subtitles.

Option for articles to be delivered on INKISH.NEWS in English, German, French, Dutch, and Portuguese.

The Interview with your presenter will be 
delivered as a film on INKISH.TV + an article on 

INKISH.NEWS + delivery of Physical film for you to 
push in your own channels!  

Instant Added Value 
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#3 Promotiom 
The organizer promotes your participation - of 
course - but using engaging videos on Social 
Media will increase the number of attendees 
and replays.
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Buy 1    - 1,000 
Buy 3   - 800 
Buy 5   - 700 
Buy 10 - 600 
Prices are per film in euros, excl. applicable taxes.  
Prices are based on combined ordering - delivered over max six months.  
Click on images to see examples.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PysyJiTR190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_XVBwgezX0
https://youtu.be/Rh_Hv37wmaI
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#4 No-Hassle Full Webinar 
Host your own webinar - and let us take care 
of the setup, graphics design, so all you have 
to do is fill in the blanks.
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Setup 5,000 
Per day 1,000 
Prices are per webinar in euros, excl. applicable taxes.  
Prices include promotions, setup of unlimited sessions, support 
Other content isn’t included. 
If you need help with hosting, marketing, etc., feel free to reach out!
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#5 On-site filming 
If you need a camera crew on-site to do 
interviews, filming and live-production, we 
are here to help you!
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Daily rate 5,000 including Moderator, Filmer & Producer 
PLUS 1,200 for extra filmers if needed. 
Prices are excl. applicable taxes, travel, hotel, and accommodation for the crew.
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INKISH · We Are Virtual
Henrik Klem Lassen

hkl@inkish.tv


Kim-Regin Sustmann

krs@inkish.tv


Morten B. Reitoft

mre@inkish.tv
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